Year 3 Spellings – Red group
Tested during the
week commencing
14.01.19
Words which
begin with the
prefix –dis

Here are some games and ideas for you to use
when learning your spelling at home.
Cut letters out of
a newspaper and
stick them down
to spell each

Write them with

Draw a picture

Find the

your eyes

with the words

spellings in a

closed.

hidden in the

reading book

picture

word

disable
dislike

Hangman

Cover, write,

Create a word

check.

search with the
words in

dislodge
disloyal

words – each
letter is a
different colour

Muddle up the

disused

Use twigs outside

distrust

to write the

disobey

Write rainbow

words

disallow

Challenge: Write each word into a sentence.

letters on
Play scrabble

cards and
place them in
order to spell
a given word.

Write them in
rice in a tray.

Year 3 Spellings – Green group
Tested during the
week commencing

Here are some games and ideas for you to use when
learning your spelling at home.

14.01.19
Words which begin
with the prefix –dis

Cut letters out
of a newspaper
and stick them
down to spell

Write them
with your
eyes closed.

each word
disagree

Hangman

Draw a
picture with
the words
hidden in the

Find the
spellings in a
reading book

picture
Cover, write,

Create a word

check.

search with
the words in

disapprove

Write rainbow
words – each
letter is a
different colour

dislocate

Muddle up the

disinfect
discomfort
dissatisfied
disadvantage
disappear

Use twigs
outside to write
the words

letters on
Play scrabble

cards and
place them in

Write them in
rice in a tray.

order to spell
a given word.

Challenge: Write each word into a sentence. Think of your own words to add to this spelling pattern.

Year 3 Spellings – Blue group
Tested during the
week commencing

Here are some games and ideas for you to use when
learning your spelling at home.

14.01.19

Cut letters out
Words which are
commonly misspelt

of a newspaper
and stick them
down to spell

Write them
with your
eyes closed.

each word
because
find

Hangman

picture with
the words
hidden in the

Find the
spellings in a
reading book

picture
Cover, write,

Create a word

check.

search with
the words in

kind
mind
behind

Draw a

Write rainbow
words – each
letter is a
different colour

Muddle up the
Use twigs
outside to write
the words

letters on
Play scrabble

cards and
place them in
order to spell
a given word.

Challenge: Write each word into a sentence or draw a picture to show each word.

Write them in
rice in a tray.

